“Have You Ever Tried to Draw a Tuba?”
Notes for Teachers by Eleanor Tucker
Chords

Alternatively,
ukuleles can play
single notes
(on 1 & 3 beat of each
bar)
Uses C, B, A. F, G
Try improvising by
using
C Major scale

Instruments featured
in recording
o Flute (has its own melody
but same rhythm as tuba
melody)
o Tuba (main melody with
vocals)
o Clavé
o Bongos
o Guiro
o Ukulele (single line or
chords)
o Voice

CDEFGAB

RIFF contains
F, E♭, C, G, B♭

Strummed on
downbeat, first beat
of the bar. 1 x chord
change for each bar

Single ukulele line (1st and 3rd beats of each bar)
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Level/s
3
4
Challenge
To play the riff on
ukulele requires a bit
of skill.
This riff could also be
played on a keyboard
or other instrument
on which
E♭ and B♭ are more
instantly
recognisable.
Students could also
sing this riff.

Rhythmic accompaniment

Riff for Ukulele

Composer’s Notes

“Draw the instruments of the orchestra while listening to each instrument being individually played”,
said the lesson plan. I thought I would give it a try with my Prep-2 class. We discovered that drawing a
tuba is much harder than drawing a dog.
This song features the tuba playing the main melody, followed by the flute playing its own melody, but
using the same rhythm as the trombone melody. Later in the piece, they play their melodies
concurrently, demonstrating the idea of counterpoint.
The tune is based on a mambo feel, with the clavé and the bongos implying a traditional Cuban rhythm
section. However, this song is delivered at a much slower tempo than how mambos are usually played. I
hope that it will inspire listeners to explore the richness of Cuban music which has been hugely
influential on my own music.
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